S.K.T., Colonial Secretary's Letters Book, 26 May 1920,
W. U. Lawrence & Yando Connor (Pongo) to Gorman MacCarthy.
re: raid of H.M.S. Thistle in the Rio Pongo. Says that Thomas
G. Curtis account of the incident is correct and that Pratas
too exaggerated. Curtis only wanted to reheat what was
due him. A breakdown in communication between land &
the thistle's captain led to the outbreak of hostilities.
Besides, the thistle raised a white flag and the locals
let down their guard. So, let's forget the
incident altogether.
SLA/CSLB  As Secretary to Lawrence & Conney, 7 June 1820 - [reply to 26 May 1820]

answer - must not confuse the debate between Curtis & Proctor with the murder of 2 British Officers & Sailors. If they are indeed the principal chiefs, then punish the guilty or accept the guilt personally.

The boat (schooner) of the Thistle is still in the possession of the Congo chiefs.

4 threatening terrible reprisals from TT.

---

SLA/CSLB 26 May 1820, Thomas G. Curtis to Charles MacCarthy

asks for a fair hearing and a balance against Prator's account of the incident. He regrets the death of the Englishman.
SLA/CSLB  8 June 1824  Col. Sec. Raffell to Dallas

re: 1/2 year rent payment for use of Iles de Los.

sage will be paid on July 6

SLA/CSLB  Nov. 2 1829, Col. Secy. Raffell to Amara

of Tekesaria.

Amara has changed the rice measure of box cut off shipment of white rice to the colony. Acting Governor Hamilton has received from Amara a letter dated 23 October 4/95 and to mention that if Amara persists, they will "cannot consider you as his friend".
SLA/CSLB 3 Dec 1824  Reffell to Amara

has learned of forthcoming Palmer of
will send an officer soon as representative

SLA/CSLB 3 Dec 1824  Reffell to Amara

ack receipt of letter via Serar Musar

gives that FT and officers have been directed to buy nothing
but white rice from Musar traders.

plus - must be a European measure -

notes that Mr. Caffier whom is coming to Fouikhah
also has heard the Governor say that.
SLA/CSLB 23 Feb 1825  Relfell to Amara.

S & F Jt is suffering from the combined effort of the helmsmen of Amara & Dala Medan & his allies.

warns Amara that this circumstance cannot go on indefinitely & threatens to take up the question into "properful states of the interior"

unless something is done soon.

Major General Turner

---

SLA/CSLB 21 June 1825  Col. Sen. to B. M. Maura, King of the North Bullomos

re: rent for Tasso Island & Savages failure to pay it.

send a bill & Savage will pay it.
SLA/CSLB 7 April 1826, Raffles to Stephen Gattiden,

re Matacong.

Sanka Brima of Sumbuya has informed FT. that Gattiden has recently occupied Matacong with a party from Montbier, Foukarikh & Meliowine, places which are at war with Sumbuya. As consequence Matacong, which was neutral, is now in a state of hostility with Sumbuya. Sumbuya therefore seized a canoe from Montbier. This has involved the colony in the dispute of the ground. Therefore asks that Gattiden return to FT.

This should ease the situation somewhat.

---

SLA/CSLB 23 August 1826

Samuel Samo — Factory Island — Iles de Los.

has a factory there.

— is only one there that Gatt. writes to.
SLA/CSLB 18 Feb 1832, Henry Johnston (Col. Secy) to
King Macanoy, Rio Nungy.

I have heard that a trader, Eng., named Hallam, is trading
slaves in the Nungy & the Gov. asks that the Nung chiefs
turn him over.

SLA/CSLB 27 Aug 1832 Col Secy to King Alpha of
Mellonwee river.

Mention of him only.
SL/CSLB 27 April 1832, Col. Sec. to Michael Pinto

Pinto wrote on 23 April, asking if rent needed to paid them Dalla Murri.
Col. Sec. replied that that is the way the treaty reads.

SL/CSLB 27 April 1832 Col. Sec. to Michael Pinto.

Ack his 17 23rd & his request for reimbursed 7
16 4 2 for a Khi African whom he bought
in the Rio Nunez.
Col. Sec. also sends a gift to Macandy via Pinto.
Capt. William Haviside of the Sloop Cobham visited the Pongas ca. Feb. 1833 & was plundered of 500 t+. Haviside sought Jangles' intervention to no avail & has now complained to TI, threatens reprisals if a visit by a man-of-war unless restitution is quick.

SLA/CS 13B 30 April 1833 Col Sec to Brimanoba, chief of Toorea Kuring

Informs him of impending crew with Yange & Charleston

SLA/CS 13B Nov 23 1832 Col Sec to Bencary Bencary or

You: Bencary acknowledges SL letter announcing treaty with

Kang. Bencary. via his Sadoo has indicated that he

wants to maintain communications with FT via Kukauna to

the Tambo country. Sadoo also noted that the war between

Tulat (? ?) is over & the CS hopes that this will mean that

there will be less heavy taxes on traders & traders.
26 Nov. 1833

CS to Dalla Modru, Medina

Re: a Sumbawa palaver being held at Medina. Ref to reprisals against Vuper. Orders for the death of a slave named Lohai. CS asks for Modru's assistance.

Rather accurate.

SKA/CSLB 26 Dec 1833 CS to Mlikali & Port Loti

Re: opening of road. FT & Timbo have agreed, now it is up to PT.

31 Dec. 1833 sends a similar letter to Dalla Modru enjoining him of events.
SRA/CSLB 11 Sept 1834  CS to Dalla Modu

Gold merchants have arrived @ the Gov. thanks Modu & all his kin for keeping the roads open. Great friendship.

SRA/CSLB 30th 1834 - CS to Mr. B. Proctor, Rio Negro.

Proctor has rescued the crew of shipwrecked Duchas of Richmond & it has cost money. Proctor wants reimbursed plus an amount for the use of Myland's schooner. CS agrees to pay.
SLA/CSLB 6 March 1835, CS to Seacea, Baga county

? is whether Baga have legal jurisdiction over Ildeho or whether GB does. CS says anyone living on Ildeho must be tried by British or will withhold rent.

SLA/CSLB 7 March 1835, CS to P.L. Strachan — is instructed to deliver the above letter to Siacea.

SLA/CSLB 6 March 1835, CS to A. Baillie Campbell

1. has sent letter of promise to Siacea.

2. refers to Baillie Campbell's last letter in which he reported that a schooner had been sold in the Rio Pongo.

Mr. William Jarrett, (slaver).

[The Campbell is rating on Pongo slaves]
SIA/CSLB 26 July 1836 CS to Stephen Gabridon

Re: suspected slavery by Anthony Davis at "Matacoy" a witness has reported the incident of the gor. requests that Gabridon expedite the witness' journey to Ft where he (the Stephen H. William) expedite the witness' journey to Ft where otherwise the case will be lost.

SIA/CSLB 21 Dec. 1836. CS to Sheaker E. Caryroo

receipt payment. Della Mudu has requested that this year's will be paid to Sheaker's agent.
SLA/CSLB 28 April 1837. CS to Commanding Byng

Edward Jouville has been taken prisoner on his return from Havana & charged with slaving. The witnesses have, however, dispersed & Gen. Wauts Byng to send new ones in the Rio Pongo.

SLA/CSLB 29 April 1837 - To the Kings, Chiefs, and Headmen of the Rio Pongas.

asks their assistance in the prosecution of Jouville.
SLA/CSLB 29 April 1837, Instructions to Mr. Roberts the Officer sent on a Mission to the Pico Pongas, (Capt. Byng of H.M. Sch.)

1. Suggests that he stay at Gambia - his factory Pincher
2. 
   "Meet A. Campbell & Edwards (2 Engl.)
   
   Plus 2 Maroons Tom Bucknor
   William Tarrett
   
   2 Recaptives John Davis
   George

I was lured into upcountry by a Mandingo who sold him to John Ormond who sold him to Capt. Daniel of H. Brigantine La Caroline
George had been seized by a Mandingo & sold to Jousiffe.

Ormond's factory is called Gambia
Jousiffe = Bangalow

SLA/CSLB 20 May 1837 CS to Byng of H.M. Sch. Pincher

re: reconoiter in Ponge for more intrinmces against Jousiffe.

No success but thanks.

 Might be useful to have back Capt. Lliter.
SLA/CSSLB 28 Dec 1839. CS to Michael Porter RN

Thanks for assist from Porter & Campbell.

The plan indicates that the Gov. will send a man-of-war as a show of force to control Chiefs.

SLA/CSSLB 8 March 1838 CS to Porter RN

ack receipt of letter of 23 Feb re sending stores in the Aruney. Rating again.

Gov. has requested Naval visit but none yet.
SLA/CS LB 18 April 1838 CS to Bristol
ack letter of 20 March regarding permission to
remove property from Murray to Iles de los.

BK

SLA/CS LB 20 May 1841 CS to Dalla Modu

ack letter indicating that messengers have been
sent to Tambocca again to reopen paths. Gov.
says he intends to send someone to Timbo next month.
[Late June?]
SLA/CSLB 6 May 1941, CS to S.W. Biencise

Thanking B for recovering a woman & her 3 children.

Endorses a letter to the Almoner of Timbo, thanking him for recovering these people & for sending them to B's factory in the [Nunay]

[Sign. Nunay path is open, but Mela/Fr. is not].

SLA/CSLB 7 Aug 1941, CS to S.W. Coker.

Ask letters of 1 April & 15 June in which Coker complained that Bantu subjects were being held in slavery in the Red Congo. Coker's landlord is Richard Wilkinson. Coker has bought the slaves back, & slaves have refused to [unclear] since.
SLA/CSLB 11 Sept. 1841 CS to Fenda Amara Moodie

Check notification of death of Dalla Modu

---

SLA/CSLB 27 Sept. 1841 CS to Fenda Amara Modu

There is trouble in the Melicourie. Mr. Lemon of FT. has a factory there & his past Gumetta ran off with a slave girl of Chief Moribah. Moribah is threatened to sack Lemon's factory unless Lemon makes good for his Gumetta. Lemon claims to have fired him a year back. Gtr. says that reprisals will be shifted if Moribah does. Asks FAM's intervention.
SI/CSLB 16 Nov 1841 CS to Needles & Co.

ack receipt of letter dated 15 Nov. Needles has requested permission to transport property seized from [Z] Macaulay to Port Maitacong & T.T. CS says that govt can’t get involved. Will be up to courts?

SI/CSLB 15 Dec. 1841 CS to Wm. Galbraith

ack receipt of letter of 14 Dec., requests delivery of “Agreement with the King of Fourcarilàck, for the Island of Maitacong” which he claims had deposited for safekeeping by his father with the Govt. CS says that a search has been made & no such document has been found.
Sla/CSLR 25 Oct 1842 CS to J.R. Jerome

Quoting his respects to remain at Mellicanw to "Conclude the proposed arrangements with the native chiefs."

Sla/CSSLR 8 May 1845 CS to Ali Mamrie Fenda Moodie, Chief of Medina

Intends to send Mr. Heddeke, Mr. Terry & Dr. Thomson to the Mellicanis to sign treaties with "the Chief Malagah" More Aligias successor. asks that Moodie send along Bambah halai as his representative. Also, please send word to Malagah of his coming visit.
SLA/CSLB 12 May 1845 CS to Hlee Manee Hlee &
Funicarials.

Say that SL govt wants a commercial treaty & will be
at Contra in the Mellicomni River on Fri next. Please
call together your chiefs.

[Signature]

SLA/CSLB 12 May 1845 CS to Tomba Broteo & Taraney

same letter as to Preliminary Hli & Funicarials

(0) meet at Contra in Treaty palaver.
S24/CS28 30 May 1845 CS to Benj Campbell on Factory Island

Sign: Campbell is centered at Factory.

S24/CS28 14 Jan 1848 CS to Pellegrin

ack his of 12 Jan.
re: open port status of U. S. S. de Los & his request for a lot on Factory Island.

CS says is a rumor.
SLA/C5LB 22 June 1848 CS to Benj. Campbell

Has received a recent letter from Honolulu indicating that in late June they will crown the brother of the late King as "Stephen" or Succedah Sumilah. The Governor asks that Campbell act as the Colony's representative.

SLA/C5LB 22 June 1848 CS

To: King Sumida

[Handwritten text not legible]

Benj Campbell will represent the Colony.
SLA/C3KB 1 Dec 1848 CS to Nathaniel Isaacs.

Ref. to an attack upon the property of Mr. Hearne (Rad's sub.) at the Town of Mellaconie. Asks that Isaacs proceed there with haste, check it out, and see Boree, hahai the chief. If Hearne is correct, hahai should pay for goods plus 150 bars damages + 80 bars for cost of this expedition. If not, the height of Rad will be applied. Give hahai a deadline.

SLA/C3KB 21 Feb 1850 CS to Lt. J. Hutman of 3rd W. In Regiment.

Word has broken out in the Rio Nunez. Hms Flaszer will proceed & Hutman is ordered to embark 60 rank, 1 file, 3 officers (one of whom should be a doctor).

2 weeks duration.
27 June 1850

CS to King Stephen I

The King was informed of the letter dated 21 June, 
wherein it was indicated that Campbell was present in Sumbuya, 
though the King was informed that this was not permitted by the treaty.

Campbell had complained to the King about his treatment at the factory,
where he claimed to have found a quartermaster at Manyah.

The local headman had told Campbell that he needed to hire a local to operate the factory,
but Campbell did not have the necessary funds.

The King, therefore, asked for assistance in treating Campbell and his associates.

The King added that he had sent the letter to the chief of Manyah.
SKA/C5LB  Oa 7/1850 CS to B. Campbell, Manager J.P. of the Iles de Los

ack. letter of 12th Sept., re death of Mangil Denba, King of Kholom Baghas at Dofrekeah on the 9th. Mr. Chief Moussa has asked for Br. support for his candidacy. CS says that Br. will stay out of the affair & let the locals settle it.

Plus: O Moussa has been accused of buying slaves in Gallinas for sale on Duturea.

Heidea: CS suggests that the time is ripe to conclude a new Treaty which would allow GB to try Br. Subjects for crimes committed outside the colony. Needs agreement of the Chiefs.

Campbell replies on Oct 14th.

Gov. Macdonald agrees to go to The Iles de Los to sign a Treaty of P.b. 23 Oct 1850.

SKA/C5LB  12 Nov. 1850 CS to B. Campbell.

ack letter of 23rd Octi. re application by Captain D'Abnow to lend a portion of a building which he had on board of a vessel owned by the house of Kersel & Co. in Havre. If wanted permission to erect it on the Iles de Los.

CS says that he has placed it before the Council, meanwhile nothing is to be landed.
SIA/CS2B 23 May 1851 CS to B. Campbell

ack his of 13 May - his resignation as manager of Isles

CS - thanks.

SIA/CS2B 21 June 1851 CS to B. Campbell.

IT has just received request from foreman for payment of rent or custom on behalf of Quich Foaday who claims it the successor to the late Filiarny Rei.

Foaday Wise has also requested payment.
CS asked Campbell to record which is which & who is who.

Same letter went out to
21 June 1851 CS to Nathaniel Nathan.
52A/CSKB  3 Sep 1851  CS to B. Campbell
ack his y 2 Sept re Paul Faire's death.

52A/CSKB  11 Sep 1851  CS to B. Campbell, French Consulate
ack his y 10 Sept re: Bamba Namina tahai of Melville

16 Sep 1851  (Governor is clearly pissed
ack his y 13 Sept.)  Hat Campbell has deserted
at the French.
SLA/CSLB 18 Nov. 1851 CS to Banta Minah Lahai Maligia

ack his by 15 Nov. re a Samuel Bairie who is interfering with native affairs at Maligia.

He told Bairie to leave.

Lahai apparently accused Bairie of interfering in a war between Lahai and the Sumbuyas. Lahai had told Bairie to take his goods elsewhere for safety. Bairie went to Moracana and offered to provide this ammunition if that chief would make war on Lahai.

SLA/CSLB 17 March 1852 CS to William Gaffinder

ack his 9 March - complaint against the island chief.
SRA/CSL8  3 April 1852  CS to Lamina Duku, Rio Muni

Ask his & 24 March: re: request for men, guns & rockets to help him defend Caniope against his enemies.

Gov. sends regrets.

---

SRA/CSL8  29 Sept 1852  CS to William Gaddidon

Re: claim to Mataaroa.

Nathaniel Isaacs has had possession for several years & now Gaddidon is spreading strife upcountry against Isaacs. The Govt requests that Gaddidon cease immediately and to apply thru the proper legal channels if there is a good case.
SLA/CSLB 22 Oct 1852 CS to Walter Lewis

1. Ordered to proceed to the Forekania River with a letter from the Governor.
2. Act & counsel peace between parties / Yamba & Lamina is the arbitrator
3. Determine boundaries but don't sign anything
4. Find out what caused the dispute
5. Can obtain bora from Isaccs of Matacong

SLA/CSLB 2 Nov. 1852 CS to Hon Gebhard

ack his of 21 Oct. (must be a long explayned letter) re dispute with Isaccs

13 Nov. 1852 CS to W Gebhard

ack his of 10 Nov.
SLA/CSLB 25 Dec 1852  CS to Tombo Mahmadoor of
Mucariah?

He to attack on Isaacs factor at Matongo. CS requests
presence of Tombo Mahmadoor at Matongo on 27 Dec.

To meet with Capt Seymour of H.M. Steamer fiery.

Seymour will arbitrate. Either show up or drop any
claims against Isaacs.

SLA/CSLB 29 Dec. 1852  CS to Ali Foray of Fouvicara

1. Ali Foray is successor to late Aniah Fooday.
2. Fode Wise also claims succession.
3. FT will not take sides in the dispute.
SLA/CSLB 31 Dec 1852 CS to Tombo Mahmadoo & Moucanal

Is a party to the Mataung mess.

supposedly on Goffidon's side.

+ also Foodyak Lahi

a Maria Lamina

SLA/CSLB 18 Jan 1853 CS to Boreh Lahai &

Kuy & Mellicourn

ask his & 10 Jan

Asks for his Ayurved
8LA/CSLB  20 Jan 1853  CS to Stephen & Winkapong.

Asks Stephens help in apprehending a slaver named
Garrah who has gone into Sumbuya with Recaptives.
Shark.

8LA/CSLB  24 Jan 1853  CS to Bamba Mori Yamma lahe
Chief of Malaghea.

1. What has been made of Makamadooo Turee.
2. Is it at war with Nohak? regrets it.
ASLA/CSLB 25 Jan 1853  CS to Yenta Lamina

1. Yenta Lamina had been acting as intermediary between Sumbuya & Maria, at Bokarish, but had failed
the war continues.

ASLA/CSLB 21 Feb 1853  CS to Walter Lewis

Sends G. Secretary for Colman's congratulations on it well done at Bokarish.
SLA/C51B 14 March 1853 CS to Bora Lahai, Chief of Malaya.

(1)ack letter dated 8th March via Yemba Laminah
(2) demands release of 2 girls slaves of Bocary (a slave) took them to Mellicomie.

If not, will get tough.

Signed Bora Lahai

SLA/C51B 14 March 1853 CS to Bora Lahai of Mellicomie.

We know that Bocary are in your "yard" hand them over or else.
SKA/CSKB 14 March 1853, CS to Stephen C. Winklesong

reminds him that his treaty negates the Store trade.

SKA/CSKB 2 April 1853, CS to Bamba Minola Lahain, Malagaon

ask his of 27 March.

1 Bamba Lahain has turned over Boarya.
2) Give thanks him for promptness.

Messenger = Mahomado Troupe
The present to Boaria Lahain (chief, Mellecarie.)

2 April 1853 - similar letter to Boaria Lahain
SKA/CSLB  8 May 1855  CS to J. H. Ackim

ack his op 5 May re: Chair subject held by remaining Trust.

SKA/CSLB  15 May 1855  CS to D.H. Davison

ack his op 8 May re: Election of Toddy Wise as reader of Forelaria.
SKH/C5LB 26 March 1855 C5 to Stephen J. Woodford

1. acknowledge 15 March.
2. has received and has not condemned the canoes and stores and that is it.
3. displeasure at recent correspondence with Stephen.

[Text seems unclear due to handwriting]

Seems clear that a canoe and stores arrived at FT. to trade for the gun. Seized and paid the stores I. Stephen complained.

SKH/C5LB 29 May 1855 C5 to Wm. Gabbidon

ack and his of 29 May 1855 re: "expedition to Malaga".
SLA/CSLB 12 June 1855, CS to Sultan Habai, Chief of Bamban

Re: Malagea affair. Report received that "one George Barnwell, a British Soldier of the 3rd W. I. Regiment" who was taken prisoner at Malagea has been sold to Cadesar Bambah of East Taring.

Reminds him of Treaty of Sepikbin.

Asks for Barnwell's return.

Same letter sent to Lamina Barnai, Gov. of Kambia.

SLA/CSLB 5 July 1855, CS to Alimaneer Foddy, Wino of Forecaria

Reports that he has heard that Lord Limerpok, a Private of the 1st West India Regiment, then a prisoner, was in Forecaria.

Asks that he be sent to FT.
SLA/CSLB 30 June 1855  CS to J. Mallard

Summons to attend/ testify at an enquiry resp. the
conduct of Mr. Dillet in the Malagaith Affair.
To be held on July 3

---

30 June 1855 - Similar letter to J. F. Dillet

SLA/CSLB 5 July 1855  CS to D. H. Davison, Binty

Asks that he come to Free Town to give evidence resp.
Dillet's conduct at Malagaith.

Same letter sent to J. Valentine & Nathaniel Lyons
Mellicombe
SLA/CSLB 20 July 1855 CS to F. Poique & others Trading in the Nung.

date his 9 5 July re appearance of Capt Leckie in
H M Sloop Ferret.

2. Directs Traders to remain non involved in local disputes.
(C) good for trade.

SLA/CSLB 28 July 1855 CS to Lamina York, Chief of Nallora

1. pleased with Leckie's visit to Nung
2. " a resol of Akim's brothers release
3. greeting to Lamina's Brother
4. sends Lamina a medal.
514/CSLB 26 Oct 1857 CS to Mathias Cathy - Rio Pongos
Richard Wilkinson - Pallangah
Chief of Fattolah Riva.

The Gov. has received applications from several to trade in the
Rio Pongos. Gov. asks that these chiefs help. It's up to
them if commerce is to thrive there.

514/CSLB 3 Nov 1857 CS to Today Wise

1. Ack his of 12 Oct.

2. Wise has apparently asked the Gov. to send a rep.

3. Gov. says that since Wise will negotiate only on his own terms,
   this would be useless gesture. Besides, Moria is the aggressor in the
   Scevias.

4. Gov. will do nothing until it appears that both Wise & Stephen
   both are serving.
SLA/CSLB 6 Nov. 1857 CS to Uriah Poll, chief of Nungack his of 21 Oct 1857 re. Mary, a runaway who was taken as slave by Laminj. I then as his wife.

SLA/CSLB 21 Nov. 1857 CS to Stephen of W.

1. Ask his of 12 Nov.
2. ?? wishes him “success in the conflict in which you are engaged with Todigboe.”
3. Has given him a year’s advance in stipend. [clearly taking side]
SLA/CSLB 5 Dec 1857 CS to Ramsannee Sanyee chief of Malagah

1. Ask his or 1 Dec. by Moodi Lahi.
2. Gov. doesn't want to interfere but believes today wise's side unjust.
   asks him not to support Wise.
3. Will lend support 2nd if he deserts Wise, but no troops or vessels.
4. Ft. is in communication with Timbo, Fula are ready to put down "today Wise's stop his war.

SLA/CSLB 19 Dec 1857 CS to Mathies Cathy

1. Re. letter from J.W. Thomas of 1st req. b. 2nd loss of his goods by Heckannah Mousah of Dutucka.
2. Asks him to look into it.
SLA/CS1B 9 Dec 1857 CS to Mathias Cathy
Widow of Daniel Allen Coker, freed in the Pongas, has asked the Gov. to acquire Coker's protection of her Crewe, Isaac & William, who will run the Fore and "labourers" in the Pongas.

Follow up letter on 2 Jan 1858

SLA/CS1B 13 Jan 1858 CS to Stephen of W.
Aeck his of 5 Jan.
1. has asked T. Thaddeus not to employ "Moika's" on Sea or Land.
SLA/CSKB 16 Jan 1858  

Robert William has died & now that changes things. Gov. has asked for explanation & receive none. Lahai holds Kambin which highly belongs to Bey Farimah. 

Therefore:
1. Must evacuate Kambin
2. Offer satisfaction with level of peace
3. Or will send steamers against Mellaccawi
4. 10 Days must leave [deadline].

SLA/CSKB 8 Feb. 1858  

1. Request that Colla Modin has intercepted his canoes to FT.
2. Don't be too alarmed about future FT Malagash / as long as you are right side. [rather idealistic].
3. Boije Lahai "played too long with this government" & you have heard what I did to him.
SLA/C52B 15 Feb 1858 Hill to Allinane Samusse

1. Back his 8 Feb.

2. Warning that Chief must live up to treaties against Kood threatens Boie Lahai.

SLA/C52B 5 March 1858 Hill to Stephen 9 W.

1. Hill will inform Todey wise that he disappose of his war against Stephen.

2. "Deceitful and Treacherous man" - he war
SLA/CSLB 6 March 1858 Hill to Tody Wise:
1. requests seeing him still at war with the Kimsic and with Stephen
2. urges him to make peace with Stephen
3. on Mauritian? Mariah Lamina has visited FT and is willing to arbitration / otherwise you are the fault.

SLA/CSLB 16 April 1858 Hill to Stephen
1. "My Good Friend"
2. Ack his of 7 April
3. Sounds like wise of Stephen may negotiate / will be a meeting of "chiefs"
814/CSLB  23 April 1858 CS to Edgeware
ask his if 14 April possible reconciliation with Stephen.
At least a meeting will occur.

814/CSLB  29 April 1858 Hill & Almamee Sanassee (111)
          Stephen (112)
1. re Mr. Parkinson has complained of bad debts in Sumbury
   Moria.
2. please look into it.
SLA/CSLB 29 April 1858. Hill to Almamee Sanasee S)
Malaysia.

Alexander Metzger has complained that his property was plundered by Saragota of Foiwadoogo. Metzger fled to Mallicowine. He applied to you & you quoted him damages.
But Saragota hasn't paid. Please help settle this.

SLA/CSLB 19 May 1856. C.S. to Capt. James Douglas

Ask his of 22 April resep. 3 boats & a compass belonging to the British Barque "Recovering"
SLA/CSLB 27 May 1856 CS to James Stewart & George Lewis

ask their s of 20 May re losses by destruction of Kambia by Satan Labai & today wrote.

SLA/CSLB 5 June 1856 CS to Ervio, Chief of Port Loko.

Mr. "cannot regard as the friend of this Government, any person who joins either of those Chiefs"
SLA/CSLB 18 June 1856 CS to Ansumana Sanasee, chief of Malagah.

Ack his of 13 June.

Congratulations on leaving today with
sends 300 bars 15 t.

SLA/CSLB 1 July 1856 CS to Stephen S.J.W.

Ack his of 18 June.

Has paid figure of 2 years.
17 July 1856. CS # Callah Moodi of Medina

Sends to keep Moodi from getting involved in the growing war. Just stay out if you want to be friends with us.

23 Oct. 1856

As letter of 16 Oct from Theodore 1st. Denison's goods at Kamhi. Gnr. says that today wise is quiet & duplicitous. Gnr. cannot deal with a liar, wise must settle this.

Seeta to Monarch Chiefs

Morni, Sellumane, Yansane, Ali al Muse, Sayleah, Yari Muddo, Rento, Mahmado, Sellumane, Fangeal, Modi Lahi, Sanjung, Salumata, Bura, Lamin Yansane

Momi Today Cork, Modi Lahi Turay, Seeri Boodoo, Bambah, Surarii, Bugarri, Motim wa.
SKA/CSLB 24 Dec 1856  CS to Anson, Manchester, Senussi of Melagia

Ask his of 19 Dec. people of Sunkuza & Manjiga & and
Mooba of Coké are fighting.

SKA/CSLB 24 Dec 1856  CS to Mathias Catty

Ask his request for treaty improved.
5th Jan 1857

Kallou Baya

2 strange letters / ack his of 14 Dec 1856.

Bala Demba is apparently making new claim to Slesdeles. He responds nonsense! He satisfied with recognition as King. - That's a lot.

8th Feb 1857

Es for Tonga & Kykandy.

Ack his of 27 Dec. 1856 in which Tonga invited

Best wishes.
SLA/CSLB  18 March 1857  CS to Ansumarca Francisca
of Malagia.

ack his of 12 March to Sumbuga/moria war.

SLA/CSLB  22 April 1857  CS to today here

(ack his of 12 April.

(Refuses a gift — III sign of a gold ring)
SHR/CSLB 25 April 1857 CS to Assistant Sankey
and his to 17 April

SHR/CSLB 10 May 1857 CS to Manga Consoo of Dubreka River

advice to his 7 April re declaration of war against Manga Dembo

advice against him.
SHI/CSLB 21 May 1857 CS to Stephen V W.
ack his dy 29 April & 18 May

Stephen has said that he will fight only a defensive war.

good boy, Gr.

SHI/CSLB 22 May 1857 CS to Alimame Sarlata of Benin.

ack his dy 15 May for war.
S24/CSLB  2 July 1857  CS to Anscombe Jumace  of Malaga

ack his of 22 May.

S24/CSLB  11 July 1857  CS at Stephen  of W

ack his of 24 June
SLA/CSLB 21 Aug. 1857, CS to Tonga (256)

Re: complaints by Engl traders.
Reminds them of their former negotiations.

SLA/CSLB 22 Aug. 1857, CRG to Mathias Catty.

Re: complaint by W. Harding of uncollectable debt in Rio Pongo.

Please look into this.
SLA/CSLB 25 Sept 1857 Hill to Ansumberland

Maligia

ask his 5/15-Sept.

will send a representative to help establish the boundary between Montigny & Mouin

wants the meeting in 40 days at Montigny

SLA/CSLB 25 Sept 1857 Hill to Stephen S. W.

will indeed send an officer to officiate at the meeting for boundaries between March & Montigny

send some letter to Foday Wise
SL A/CSLB 30 Sept 1857 Hill to Wrah Trof

ack his 9 Sept.

1. Trof has complained that English trades don't obey the law - Hill says kick them out.

2. Can send his sons to the Grammar School for £21 per annum.

SL A/CSLB 20 Sept 1860 Circular to — — — from Hill

The upcoming visit of Prince Alfred invites

Fannah, Chief of Malaga

Mamadoo Turas, Senguie of Malaga
S14/C12B 28 Sept 1860 C S to King Tellowen Fernandez
Bhamiyah River
Cobah Baggars.

re property of William Ferguson Macarley who died in
That river. Lanto it turned over to heirs.

Fernandez quickly complies / 6 Nov 1860
Hills to Fernandez

S14/C12B 20 Nov. 1860 Hills to Balla Demba, Baga.
Hills says that he can sign a treaty between Demba and
the crown but cannot regulate British traders.
S.LA/CSTB 24 Nov 1820. Hill to King Catty

ask his 2 10 Mr. to French intentions to build a

Hill says no , defend your self "mildly"

S.LA/Governor's Council Minutes Book 1, 12 May 1834.

John Samo, nephew of Samuel Samo, land petitioned

in a piece of land on Factory Island / had already

expend $2000. / Council put off the decision

23 Jan 1835. Revd. Campbell also applied for use of Des de los

Land. Put off decision
5LA/Governor's Council Minutes Book, 29 Dec 1837

Curtis & Campbell have reported that 5 Recaptive men in the Army, enslaved. Council resolves to send a man - Jan. 1838 Curfew, Lt. Nacott.

Campbell's letter 9 29 Dec 1837

5LA/Governor's Council Minutes Book, 12 April 1838

By request of 15 March, Curtis has applied to land goods in Pila de los without paying the duty, from the Army where was disruption by war.

By decision on 16 April 1838 - the council denied him.

The council instead suggested a 150 face against the Jula headman in the Upper Nung.
SKH/CSLB 9 Feb 1861 CS to Ansumannah Sanasee
Fannah

Kung f Mallagerie.

Has secured his 9? — a one sided view of the
problem.

Recommends that chiefs settle it.

On 3 April 1861 — Hill to same

ack his 9 25 Feb March.

SKH/CSLB 3 April 1861, Hill to Fidy kisse

King f Fouzanish

ack his 9 30 Feb March.
SKA/CSLB 24 June 1861 Hill to Today Wise
King of Moriah County

 forwards a letter to the GoR from Yimbaa Laminia.
Asks Today wise to stop the chief of Malaqbaa & Yala to-day
from waring against Laminia.

"I am tired of Native wars..." Mr. Xos an other.
& end it.

The letter of 24 June to Yimbaa Laminia, Chief of
Moriam

Hill says he sent the above letter & a man of war
so delivery today. Hopes that will do the trick.

SKA/CSLB 13 Aug 1861 Smith to Today Wise (Moriah
Ansumana Janasea (Malaga)

Thanks them for ending the war in Kambia
SRA/CSLB 14 Aug 1861 Smith to Imbey Lemiña, chief of the Mohicanans

He asks for a reply to the letter of 21st August from you inquiring about the war with a man named Mowin. He regrets that war is imminent with Mowin.

He asks you to write to Today, Wise of Ansumuna Sanasse, asking them to make peace and offering arbitration but on condition that Smith's (Lt. Gov.) decision would be final.

SRA/CSLB 14 Aug 1861 Smith to Today Wise of Ansumuna Sanasse

Asks them to refrain from warring on Mohicanans
SIA/CISION 2 November 1861

To hear that Mr. Hindes has experienced difficulty
in meeting his treaty obligations.

SIA/CISION 9 November 1861

Es to David J. Lawrence
Island of Barlona

loading supplies on the island — permission granted

B another letter to DL on 1 March 1862

C " " " " " 21 June 1862

D 10 July 1862

Building Materials
nails
SLA/CSLB 15 Nov. 1861 Hill & Simbae Lamina
0) Manicamia

0) Reports that war has broken out with Maoria
0) Stop raids on coastal trade
0) Violation of treaties.

SLA/CSLB 25 Jan 1862 Hill & Simbae Lamina
Manicana

Warning (1) that plundering of British traders will not be tolerated
(2) A man of war will soon arrive, all you have
to do is agree to arbitration to end the war.

(3) Another on 23 Sep May 1862 - same -
No effect that the war had lapsed over into British
waters. - Watch out.
SLA/CSLB 10 June 1862 CS to Bicére  
ack his 7/1 Dec 1861 re complaint.  
suggests that the Chief "of the Country" might settle it.

SLA/CSLB 10 June 1862 CS to Wick Lord
Chief "of the Whites"/Canigo  
ack his 8/23 May re request of Sh to send an
arbitrator. Gov. suggests that Lord settle it in
no arbitrator will come
SHA/CSLB 23 June 1862 Hill to Ansuman Sanasee of Maligéah.

ack his of 17June.

1 Hill believes that the river, Mellicani, should become the new boundary between Maia & Monconia

2 Protest trade.

SHA/CLLB 1876-1878, p.228

Bocarriah

"is a town in the Kissi Kissi country considered to be very
wealthy and renowned; it is the seat of consultation in
matters of war."
SKA/GILB 1 Dec 1877
Re Army + Pongo

Kinji Army visited TT in 1871 & bitterly complained about the Fins. "taking forcible possession of his Country..."
Sir Arthur Kennedy visited the Pongo in 1871
But merchants still trade regularly with him of Randall & Fisher.
Army + Pongo kings are under Fina control & pay tribute.

Dear

CO879/25/African 332, J.C.F. Parkes and T.G. Lawson
Memorandum, Particulars Relating to the Tribes and Districts of Sierra Leone and its Vicinity, February 1886

6. TREATIES - SAME BULLOMS. 2 May 1877
- Isles de los 6 July 1818
- Port Loko 12 Dec 1825
- Soombin Morin 14 Dec. 1826
- Mathiens 30 Dec. 1825
- 18 April 1826

[File and next 10 pages for article on Bilalo]
Trans: hindu

11. describes a peaceful infiltration of Loco Massanah.
Parkes & Lawson
11 — gradually, the Susu became (1826-27) powerful & influential in local politics — & now wealth & power than the Banxes.

Great Scarice or Maghemah County

10 — extends from Scarice to Diggaing County.

Divided in to
1. Koko Massamak
2. Magbatch
3. Cassay & Roworshak
4. Diggaing.

p. 11
5. Alimany Lusaminey
6. N. of Scarice

dam to Melamree & Sama.
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